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When a Tennessee highway department looking to replace a box
culvert bridge realized the stream below might contain endangered
species, an environmental survey was needed before work could
continue. Terracon environmental professionals
answered the call.
SPECIALIZED BIOLOGICAL SURVEYING
Terracon project team members included biologists trained
in fisheries surveys. Armed with a Smith-Root™ backpack
electrofisher, the team went to work. The electrofisher uses low
current electricity in varied pulse bandwidths to temporarily stun
fish so they can be caught for sampling. Using triple pass depletion
efforts upstream and downstream of the bridge, the team was able
to quickly assess whether endangered species were present.
The Tennessee Wildlife Resource Agency (TWRA) also had an
interest in this study because of the possible presence of a rare
and critically near-extinct fish species, the Barrens topminnow
(Fundulus julisia), often found in Tennessee’s Coffee County, just
southeast of Nashville and near the project site.
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Environmental Survey Helps
a Bridge Replacement Move
Forward While Protecting
Rare Fish Species

Jon Hart, biologist, and Travis Stamper, senior scientist, enjoyed the chance to get
knee-deep during an environmental survey in Coffee County, Tenn. Inset: Eight fish
species were identified during the survey, including 13 bright-colored minnows
called Flame chubs, known to have limited populations.

stream levels, preventing downstream migration through the
existing culvert.
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Fortunately, most fishery surveys are not a major project expense.
In this case, Terracon was able to accurately assess the stream
within a day, limiting additional costs and addressing important
environmental concerns.
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Working collaboratively with TWRA and the client, Terracon
quickly resolved the threatened and endangered species issues
and kept the project on budget and on schedule with minimal
delays. A commitment to providing safe, knowledgeable, and
effective environmental services allows public entities and privatesector developers alike to deliver successful, operationally viable
projects within environmental rules and regulations.
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Collaborative Team Keeps Alta
Wind Energy Project on Track
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Terracon crews work on the bus support foundation for the project’s main substation. Once completed, the wind
farm will have the capacity of 198 megawatts, enough to power approximately 60,000 average California homes.
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Working in tandem with the TWRA and the local highway
department, Terracon’s fisheries survey found eight fish species
present near the bridge. Although no Barrens topminnows were
found, a bright-colored minnow, the Flame chub (Hemitremia
flammea), was identified. Often found near springs, the Flame
chub is listed as a species of ‘Greatest Conservation Need’ status
within the state. While the Flame chub is not in immediate danger
of extinction, its limited populations throughout the region caused
TWRA to stay involved with the project.

JON HART

MITIGATING IMPACTS, MEETING PROJECT GOALS
The 13 Flame chubs found were all noted upstream of the culvert
and isolated by the box culvert. TWRA opted to have the Flame
chubs relocated prior to bridge construction and the channel
diverted for culvert installation – a common solution when dealing
with sensitive or rare fish species.

has experience in delineating wetlands/waters of the U.S. and

By relocating the fish, the Terracon team also prevented further
possible isolation and their demise as the summer heat lowered

environmental assessments and remediation.

$24,000

Jon Hart is a biologist in the Chattanooga office specializing in
ecological assessments, including Tennessee fisheries. He holds

in scholarship grants to
12 employee dependents

a Tennessee Wildlife Resource Agency scientific sampling permit
which was used during the project.

TRAVIS STAMPER, P.E.

$55,000
in grants to
nine universities

$26,500

in community grants to eight
local, nonprofit programs

More than $1.3 million in grant funds distributed to date!

Travis Stamper, P.E., is a senior scientist in the Chattanooga
office and specializes in environmental assessments. He also

Liesch Associates
Neil O. Anderson and Associates
New England EnviroStrategies
NORCAL Geophysical
Consultants, Inc.
RGA Environmental
Stafford Consulting Engineers

This year, the Terracon Foundation has awarded $105,500 to grant recipients in the
categories of scholarships supporting dependents of employees, universities, and
community organizations.

evaluating habitats of threatened and endangered species.

DALLAS WHITMILL, P.E.

The Foundation was established as the community investment arm of Terracon with
a goal to reach out and become a real part of the lives of company employees and the
communities where they live and work.

Dallas Whitmill, P.E., is the environmental department
manager in the Chattanooga office who specializes in

For more information, visit terracon.com/foundation.
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On the heels of the landmark 2015 climate accord at which nations
around the world committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
the U.S. government extended tax credits for wind power development.
These events led to an explosion of wind power development.
To the Terracon team, the increased support of wind energy as an
alternative and clean power source came as no surprise. Our team
had recently been a part of the largest wind farm project in the U.S.
(second largest onshore wind energy center in the world), Alta Wind
Energy Center, for which Terracon served as the geotechnical engineer
of record for the last of the project’s eight phases. Located near the
town of Mojave within the Tehachapi Mountains in California, this
phase included the installation of 60, 3.3 megawatt (MW) wind turbine
generators (WTG), a 6-mile transmission line, two large substations,
multiple wind measurement towers (MET), buildings, and access roads.

SPECIAL CHALLENGES, SPECIALIZED EXPERTISE
This project presented many unique challenges such as exploring
subsurface conditions for 60 WTGs, half of which had to be placed at
the top of a mountain crest. Accessibility was tricky; a few locations
were not accessible at all, requiring the team to wait for roads to be built
before work could begin.
In order to keep the project on schedule and on budget, Terracon
brought together a team including five geologists and five field
engineers to work onsite, two authorized project reviewer engineers,
five project engineers, and five laboratory technicians. Terracon was
able to quickly mobilize multiple drilling rigs, geologists, and engineers
from several Terracon offices in order to expedite exploration. The work
included 126 borings ranging in depth from 10 to 52 feet and 20 test
pits. In addition, geophysical surveys were comprised of Refraction
Continued on page 2
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Generating Results: Collaborative Team Keeps Alta Wind Energy Project on Track (continued from cover)
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ROOF RECOVERING:
Maximizing Function and
Service Life, Minimizing
Expense for Facility Owners
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disposal fees associated with roof replacement. It was determined
the recover roof system would provide cost savings to the client of
nearly $40,000.

QUALITY ASSURANCE/
QUALITY CONTROL:

Terracon next developed specified repair procedures for the
contractor and designed a recover system using new, high-density
insulation over the existing roof system to be installed directly in
spray foam adhesive with a white, fully adhered fleece-back PVC
membrane. Not only did this system yield a leak-free roof, it gave
the Burton Center a 20-year manufacturer’s warranty, improved
thermal insulation, and reduced operational costs.

Worth the Cost (and Investment)
Terracon works directly with contractors to review their work throughout the project and
make sure construction activities follow quality standards and processes.

Every roof is different, and a recover may not always be the best
option for extending a roof’s service life. It is imperative for facility
owners and managers to engage experienced design professionals
who can evaluate and recommend the correct roofing solution.
Terracon understands the financial and operational impact roofing
work creates, and we are committed to finding the best and most
economical solution for every situation.

When providing quality assurance services for the owners and their design
representatives, Terracon reviews project plans and specifications, providing
early and constant monitoring of structural and material issues to help uncover any
concerns before they become an issue.

You’re in the midst of a complex construction project and suddenly
discover a critical problem. It could be serious, and you don’t
have anyone representing your interests. What if you uncovered
that same issue early in the project and with the support of an
experienced, trusted partner? Consider the cost for these services
is typically less than 1 percent of the total construction cost, and
it can have a significant impact on the outcome of the project in
terms of public safety, quality, structural integrity, schedule, and
the long term maintenance and future repair costs over the life of
the structure. Would you make that investment?

The Burton Center is a nonprofit, governmental agency that assists individuals in
learning how to work, live, and function on their own. Relying on funding from the
government alongside contributions from the community, it was extremely important
for the agency to responsibly manage the available funds for roof repairs.

Wind farms, like the one shown above, are estimated to provide 20 percent of the
electricity in the U.S. by 2030, according to the U.S. Department of Energy. Inset: Of the
60 WTGs installed during the Alta Wind Energy project, 30 were on a mountain crest
(like the one seen here) and ready for concrete casting. They required special advanced
project preparation to complete the work on time, on budget, and safely.

Microtremor (ReMi) and electrical resistivity surveys and in-situ
thermal resistivity testing.
To facilitate a quick turnaround for results, testing for soil
classification, soil strength, corrosion, and thermal resistivity
was performed at three separate offices. Engineering and report
preparation included dynamic analysis for foundation stiffness,
slope stability evaluation in static and seismic conditions,
thermal resistivity evaluation, settlement analysis, deep and
shallow foundation recommendations, and unpaved roads
recommendations.
BUILDING ON SUCCESS
Based on the quality of geotechnical work and a strong business
relationship with the prime contractor, Terracon was able to help the
client with the materials testing. To expedite delivery of this highly
time-sensitive project and reduce costs, a mobile laboratory was
brought onsite. This was especially useful given the fast pace and
remote location of the project.

A roofing project is likely to be one of the most financially
significant operational costs a building owner experiences.
Choosing the right roofing solution can be challenging as there
are many factors to consider, including the roof’s remaining
serviceable life; whether the roof can be economically repaired
to extend the serviceable life; and whether moisture infiltration
has damaged the insulation, supporting roof deck, structural deck
supports, walls at roof levels, etc. These were just a few of the
issues Terracon began to address after receiving a call from the
Burton Center for Disabilities and Special Needs in Greenwood,
S.C., about roof leakage concerns.

approach was also key during the construction phase. The
materials scope of work included inspection and testing of
grading operations, deep and mat foundations, concrete and steel
reinforcement, bolting, and welding.
Building on our success with the Alta Wind Energy Center project,
among others, Terracon continues to expand our expertise in wind
energy development. The American Wind Energy Association has
recorded an average annual growth of 26 percent over the last
10 years, and with that continued growth, Terracon is ready to
assemble the right team for a project at any location.

PERFORMING A DETAILED ROOF ANALYSIS
To provide a comprehensive analysis of the four building
roofs, Terracon performed a visual inspection of the nearly
110,000-square-foot roofing system. The team found the majority
of the facility was in good condition with minimal leaks — despite
being nearly 30 years old. A section of the roof at the front of the
building was, however, in poor condition and needed immediate
remediation. The team further evaluated the roofing system using
infrared scans to determine if there was any additional hidden
damage. Results revealed only the one isolated area in which
moisture had made its way into the insulation.

FRED BUHAMDAN, P.E., PMP
Fred Buhamdan, P.E., PMP, is the geotechnical department

Terracon’s quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) services
help protect owners and contractors to make sure bad things
don’t happen to good projects. Using these processes, Terracon’s
experienced professionals are observing, testing, inspecting,
and documenting construction materials and related structural
elements to make sure structures are safe for their end users.

Terracon recommended
a recover roof system
installation, a lowercost, effective repair
strategy which solved
the leakage problem and
saved the client nearly
$40,000. Left: Infrared
scanning was one tool
that was used to identify
any roof damage to the
Burton Center not visible
to the eye.

WORKING FOR OWNERS OR CONTRACTORS
The U.S. construction industry has seen steady growth, bringing
it back to pre-recession levels. With additional growth projected
in 2016, the demand for accelerating schedules and tightening of
budgets has also increased. Project owners now, more than ever,
need to have confidence their projects are constructed as the
design intended, while contractors need the assurance of knowing
they are working with quality materials and their subcontractors
are following the approved plans and specifications.

MICHAEL PHIFER, RRO

When providing QA services, Terracon works for owners and / or
their design representative to make sure the building materials
and components used for the structure meet the plans and
specifications as well as state and local requirements which
often reference code requirements, such as the International
Building Code. For contractors, Terracon provides QC services by
periodically reviewing their work throughout the building process
and performing required quality control testing at the required
frequency. Terracon will either represent the owner providing QA
or the contractor providing QC, but not both, as that could be a
conflict of interest.

manager in the Orange County office in Calif. He has

Based on these findings, Terracon recommended repairing a
majority of the roofs which should afford five additional years of
serviceable life. For the front section in most need of repair, the
team proposed recovering the existing roof.

experience performing geotechnical investigations,
engineering design, and project management for various
types of projects. Fred's expertise and technical knowledge is focused around
power related projects including solar facilities, wind farms, powerplants,
transmission lines, and electrical substations. Terracon employees from
offices in Orange County and Lodi, Calif., Phoenix, Las Vegas, and Portland

RECOMMENDING COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS
Recovering a roof is typically less expensive than replacing one
(on average, $2 per square foot), in part due to the higher costs of
labor relating to tear-off, transporting roof waste to landfills, and

contributed to the project described in this article.

Materials testing was performed by more than 10 field inspectors
and technicians from three Terracon offices. This successful
2.
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Michael Phifer, RRO, is an engineer in the Charlotte, N.C., office.
He has experience in evaluation, design, and quality assurance in
building enclosure, roof replacement, and recover projects and
building enclosure services related to new construction. Michael
also has experience in destructive and nondestructive testing
along with building enclosure performance testing in accordance with American
Architectural Management Association and the American Society for Testing
and Materials standards.
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EARLY MONITORING ON AND OFF-SITE
From a field inspection perspective, the QA and QC process can
look very similar. The Terracon team communicates with field
crews to make sure materials used on the project are in accordance
with specifications and that testing reports indicate passing results
for the materials such as soil fill and reinforced concrete elements.
Terracon inspectors take an active role in monitoring construction
activities to verify the work is being done correctly, and quickly
notify all parties when a test fails or an item does not meet
required standards. Early and quick communication is critical to
prevent delays in getting items corrected and keeping the project
on schedule.

Terracon’s QA and QC services can have a significant impact
on the outcome of the project in terms of public safety, quality,
structural integrity, schedule, and the long-term maintenance
and future repair costs over the life of the structure.
The earlier Terracon can be involved, the better. If we have
performed the geotechnical design services, we can better assist
in finding ways to improve efficiencies throughout the construction
process. Terracon can offer assistance with plan and specification
review and materials selection, as well as perform quality
inspections at off-site fabrication facilities to ensure material
shipped to a project meets the specifications. Typically, any time
spent working proactively at the beginning of a project saves
money in the end.
By approaching each project in collaboration with your project
team, Terracon pays attention to the details. And with our
extensive experience, we understand the project from the
perspective of everyone involved – the designer, contractor,
and owner— and bring a unique understanding of the entire
construction process.
Knowing the value of the QA/QC processes, our clients can rely on
Terracon to find and address critical problems. These are services
many of our clients are finding to be definitely ”worth the cost” or
more importantly, “worth the investment.”

MATTHEW SLOAN, P.E., C.G.C.
Matthew Sloan, P.E., C.G.C., is the materials department manager
for the Winter Park office located in the Orlando area. He has
11 years of experience in the geotechnical and materials
engineering field, including geotechnical investigations, materials
engineering and consulting, and roadway CEI project management.
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